Axillosubclavian injuries (ASI) comprise a small proportion of vascular injuries, yet their morbidity and mortality is high. This is often attributable to non-compressible bleeding in the apical thorax, hemodynamic instability, and the anatomically challenging location of these vessels making them difficult to access and control quickly. While the traditional management of ASI was with open surgical repair, recent years have seen an evolution towards less invasive endovascular repair (EVR). In patients with these injuries, EVR may be a safer alternative that achieves similar immediate results with significantly lower complication and mortality rates than the highly morbid open surgical option. In this article, we review and compare the two approaches, providing an overview of patient selection, anatomic considerations, techniques, postoperative management, and outcomes. With the advent of endovascular trauma management and more trauma team members capable of endovascular management of vascular trauma, a paradigm shift towards EVR for ASI is taking place.
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OPEN SURGICAL REPAIR

The traditional approach to these injuries has been OSR. This often involved generous para-clavicular incisions [14,15], sternotomy, or thoracotomy for exposure and proximal and distal control [1,2,16]. This is because of the anatomical constraints of obtaining surgical exposure in the apical thorax, a relatively small confined space densely packed with neurovascular structures such as the brachial plexus. If they have not already been injured, these structures are prone to inadvertent injury as the surgical dissection often occurs in a bleeding field with tissues that may have been distorted by hemATOMa.

In order to control a proximal left subclavian artery injury, a high anterolateral thoracotomy is often required. Proximal right subclavian or innominate artery injuries often require sternotomy for proximal control and exposure. These injuries can be primarily repaired or replaced with autogenous or prosthetic graft material depending on the extent of injury and contamination. Distal injuries are usually exposed more directly with control near the injury site and have been treated with direct repair, anatomic bypass, or extra-anatomic bypass, including axillary-brachial or carotid-brachial bypass [17].

Anatomical considerations that support OSR may include very long segment injuries, insufficient proximal or distal normal vessel fixation points for stents, and extensive total arterial transection [11]. In cases of severe uncontrolled bleeding, concurrent venous injury or transection, upper extremity compartment syndrome resulting in neurovascular compression, or concurrent injuries requiring OSR or debridement, OSR would usually be the first choice.

OSR of ASI is associated with a high risk of mortality ranging from 5% to 30% [18–20]. The mortality rates of OSR for penetrating injuries of the subclavian artery have been particularly high [4,7,21,22]. In one large retrospective study, the mortality of penetrating ASI was 34.2% overall and 14.8% for those that made it to the operating room [7]. It follows that this increased mortality could in large part be attributed to the hemodynamic instability that patients with penetrating ASI often present with.

OSR also has been reported to be associated with long operative durations, lengths of hospital stay, and a higher risk of postoperative complications [3,6,13]. A 10-year analysis of the National Trauma Databank identified 3,628 patients with ASI, of with only 9% undergoing endovascular repair (EVR) versus OSR [3]. Complication rates were notably different when compared; for instance, surgical site infections occurred in 7% of OSR cases versus 4% of EVR, pneumonia in 8% of OSR versus 5% of EVR, and ICU admission in 31% of OSR versus 21% of EVR cases. Further, the overall mortality rate was significantly greater for OSR at 14.2% versus 8.8% for EVR (P = 0.01). It should of course be noted that despite concluding that EVR was independently associated with lower odds of complications after controlling for confounding variables such as admission vitals and ISS, there is inextricable bias in that patients selected for EVR are generally already those likely to have more favorable outcomes.

EVOLUTION OF EVR

The inception of stents in the 1960s occurred when the first “endoluminal splint” was reported to be placed post-angioplasty to prevent recoil and dissection [23]. In 1991, Parodi et al. began to use the first stent-grafts covered with fabric for abdominal aortic aneurysm treatment [24]. Through the 1990s, stents for cardiovascular procedures gained significant traction with improvement of technologies and by the 2000s, EVRs had become mainstream.

Stent grafts have since been adopted in many trauma centers for use in arterial injuries as well, including of the brachiocephalic vessels, aorta, and lower extremity arteries [25,26]. They can be used as a first-line treatment for both blunt and penetrating injuries, and the remote approach avoids the morbidity associated with thoracotomy. EVR is now increasingly being used as a viable management option even for critically ill, hemorrhaging patients with traumatic vascular injuries [28,29], consistent with the paradigm shift towards endovascular trauma management (EVTM) for hemodynamically unstable patients with vascular injuries [30]. It is important to note, however, that risk of perioperative rupture remains ever-present and during EVR one should always be prepared to convert to open surgical bypass or reconstruction if required. Branco and DuBose in 2016 found that, among 92 ASIs, 88 (95.6%) had successful endovascular stent placement but 4 (4.3%) required open conversion [31].

EVR of arterial injuries mitigates the significant risks associated with open repair, which is conceivably a major reason for its uptake in contemporary management of ASI. EVR of traumatic arterial injuries has been documented in aortic and iliac vessels as well as axillary and subclavian injuries. For ASI, the rates of EVR have been increasing significantly in recent years. In one review, from 2003 to 2013 the rate of EVR increased from 5.3% to 22.2% with the incidence of these injuries remaining unchanged [12]. EVR has been performed in penetrating, iatrogenic, and blunt injuries. Blunt injuries often present with multiorgan issues which require OSR to address, whereas EVR is best utilized for focal lesions that can be safely traversed with a guidewire [13].
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Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate an example of EVR used for emergent repair in the case of penetrating ASI with focal lesions. While EVR historically failed when the injured vessel was completely transected or had an associated hematoma, technical advances are making this increasingly surmountable [13]. Combined approaches that establish through-and-through access, such as antegrade femoral access with a retrograde brachial cutdown, can help overcome these aforementioned challenges.

THE EVOLVING PARADIGM SHIFT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ASI

The management of arterial trauma, particularly of junctional arterial trauma such as ASI, is a rapidly evolving landscape. A retrospective review of 153 ASIs noted that from 2003 to 2013 rates of EVR increased from 5.3% to 22.2% despite the absolute numbers of ASIs per year remaining constant [1,4–5]. Meanwhile, the incidence of OSR decreased from 47% to 32% in a different study from 2002 to 2014 [3]. Danetz et al. also noted in a 2005 retrospective review of 46 ASIs that up to 50% of them could have been managed with EVR, but the actual proportion of EVR was much lower. 25% of those patients were hemodynamically unstable, which could explain that proportion receiving OSR. The indications for EVR are not uniform, and surgeon-preference/ability is a major factor [10,11]. OSR is more likely to be selected by a surgeon who is not confident in EVR techniques or more comfortable with OSR. However, with the advent of ever-improving endovascular devices and techniques, a paradigm shift towards EVR is gradually taking place.

PATIENT SELECTION

The selection of candidates for EVR instead of OSR has evolved in recent years. Anatomic considerations are first and foremost given the unique position and physical confinement of axillary and subclavian arteries. For injuries in an anatomically inaccessible segment of the vessel adjacent in the chest or posterior to the clavicle, EVR is often the best first-line option. When the injured segment is adjacent or posterior to the clavicle, OSR is particularly challenging due to the requirement for sternotomy or high anterolateral thoracotomy to obtain adequate exposure for proximal and distal control. However, EVR carries risks of stent fatigue and fracture given the stress of repetitive subclavian artery compression between the first rib and clavicle, and of the axillary artery at the junction of the thorax and upper arm [17,32].

When EVR is the chosen method of repair, fabric covered stents may be at risk of covering some branches of the subclavian artery causing ischemia. Despite this concern, collateral or first-order branch vessels have been safely sacrificed [11,21] in prior reports, including the internal mammary artery (although this may be required in future coronary artery bypass grafting) and ostensibly non-dominant vertebral arteries. Whenever a vertebral artery ostium is at risk of being covered during EVR, the supra-aortic trunk must be carefully assessed for the presence of excellent cerebral primary collateral circulation. EVR may also be suboptimal for long segment...
injuries, as longer stent length may increase thrombotic risk and inadvertent coverage of small branches that could become collaterals later – this would essentially “burn bridges” and risk more severe ischemia from stent thrombosis than a failed surgical bypass [17].

**Hemodynamic Stability and Balloon Occlusion**

Patients that are hemodynamically unstable or receiving cardiopulmonary resuscitation are less likely to be deemed candidates for EVR [17]. They are also more likely to have multi-system injuries necessitating prompt open surgery rather than isolated endovascular intervention. Moreover, patients with large hematomas at risk of compressing the brachial plexus and leading to persistent neurologic deficits may also require OSR rather than EVR to evacuate it [13]. Whereas hemodynamic instability was previously cited as a contraindication to EVR, now, in the era of EVTM and hybrid ORs, it is an evolving indication [33–35]. With innovations such as resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion of the aorta (REBOA) and proximal balloon occlusion of the subclavian artery, it is becoming more realistic to take unstable patients for hybrid or EVR [12,28] even with active extravasation and expanding hematoma [36]. External balloon catheter tamponade can also be helpful, for example, with a large (e.g. 20 cc) Foley balloon inserted through the bleeding injury tract and then inflated to the point of hemostasis. This measure for damage control is particularly invaluable for junctional injuries such as ASI [37] as it can transform an emergent situation into a controlled one. If able to cover the injury, a non-compliant angioplasty balloon could provide both proximal and distal control, thereby facilitating a hybrid solution. It warrants emphasis that endovascular techniques do not exclude OSR and can in fact be valuable adjuncts to it.

Despite the theoretical increase in bleeding proximal to the site of aortic occlusion, some authors support the use of EVR with REBOA [3,31,33,34], following basic resuscitation (blood product resuscitation, tube thoracostomy), and have published reports of positive outcomes thereafter [38]. Branco and DuBose reviewed 7 studies on REBOA and 10 on EVR of ASI, concluding that REBOA was a safe and effective alternative to open thoracotomy in critically ill trauma patients [31]. One head-to-head comparison from a large American trauma registry also posited there was no significant difference between REBOA and emergency thoracotomy [38]. If REBOA is utilized pre-procedure, further clinical deterioration can be rapidly temporized, and as this is now more commonplace in major trauma centers, it may contribute to the shift towards EVR of traumatic vascular injuries such as ASI as well. It has been postulated that the only absolute contraindication to EVR would be failure to cross the injured area with a wire [3], although it is also important to recognize that acute care providers who can use REBOA may not also be trained for more complex EVR of ASI.

### TECHNIQUES

The techniques of EVR for ASI involve some consistent elements. It usually takes place in a hybrid operating room or a room with full endovascular suite capabilities. An anesthesiologist is present and general anesthesia is utilized. Antibiotic prophylaxis is administered, but most patients are not heparinized leading up to the procedure nor during it. Patients are prepped and draped for both endovascular and possible open repair. Most cases start with percutaneous access via the common femoral artery, which can be ultrasound-guided if required. Percutaneous brachial access with a low profile 4-French introducer sheath is also an option, although it tends to be reserved as accessory access when dual access is required. If immediate proximal control of hemorrhage is required, selection of the injured vessel for the aortic arch is performed and balloon occlusion is

---

**Table 1** Comparative morbidity and relevant operative details for OSR versus EVR of ASI from select contemporary studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morbidity</th>
<th>In OSR Cases</th>
<th>In EVR Cases</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgical site infection [3]</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia [3]</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iatrogenic brachial plexus injury [42]</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU admission [3]</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mortality [3]</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operative Details</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated blood loss, mean</td>
<td>220 ml</td>
<td>70 ml</td>
<td>0.01 [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1225 ml</td>
<td>50 ml</td>
<td>0.03 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operative time, mean</td>
<td>193 min</td>
<td>132 min</td>
<td>0.04 [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>230 min</td>
<td>149 min</td>
<td>0.03 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay, median [3]</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performed. Commonly used balloons to do so include larger profile compliant aortic molding balloons, appropriate diameter semi-compliant or non-compliant angioplasty balloons, or lower profile REBOA specific occlusion devices.

A soft guidewire and diagnostic catheter is typically used to access the injured vessel and selective angiography is done to define the target lesion. This can also be used for device sizing (based on the normal parent vessel diameter) if not already planned using prior preoperative computed tomography angiography. Then, a long sheath (8–10 French) is typically inserted reaching just proximal to the site of injury if from the femoral access, and 4–5 French from the secondary (e.g. brachial access) if present. When the brachial artery is the primary approach for actual stent deployment, a brachial artery cutdown is often required to accommodate larger device and sheath sizes (>6 French). Radial access is also becoming an option, with advances in lower profile endovascular systems. The retrograde transbrachial approach can be particularly helpful when a total occlusion exists or antegrade guidewire crossing of the injured segment is unsafe. Snaring of the wire to allow for through-and-through “body-floss” technique is often a helpful adjunct as well. Advancing the stent via brachial artery access alone if possible can potentially be safer, as it avoids the neurologic complications of negotiating aortic arch vessels, which can be anatomically variant or thrombus laden, with a large sheath and covered stent [13]. For the subclavian artery, the stent size is usually 6–8 mm (including oversizing the device by 10–20% or about 1 mm to ensure adequate seal) × 40 mm length [12,34]. Generally, either side of the stent-graft incorporates 1–2 cm of normal artery [13,27,34]. A completion angiogram is done, which confirms distal runoff through to the forearm.

If a hematoma continues to expand or hypotension persists after successful arterial stenting, concurrent venous injury (especially in the setting of penetrating trauma) is a crucial consideration. This can also be investigated either with a venogram or open surgical exploration.

Periprocedural complications to be aware of include local access site related events such as artery thrombosis, pseudoaneurysm or intimal flap development, nerve injury, compartment syndrome from hematoma (brachial access), phlebitis, and lymphangitis [31,39]. Arterial closure devices can be used if indicated. Remote complications such as embolic events, cerebral infarction, and one immediate peri-procedural mortality have also been reported [31,39].

DEVICES

The use of both balloon-expandable and self-expanding stents, generally oversized, has been used for ASI. Those that feature commonly in reported cases and series include the Viabahn (Gore and Associates, Flagstaff, AZ, USA), iCAST (Atrium Interventional, Hudson, New Hampshire, USA), Covered Wall-Stent (Boston Scientific, Watertown, MA, USA), PTFE-covered Palmaz stent (Cordis Corporation, Miami Lakes, FL, USA), and Fluency stent (Bard, Murray Hill, NJ, USA). The choice of balloon-expandable versus self-expanding stent corresponds to the specific occlusion device. A key anatomic difference across the subclavian and axillary arteries is the extent of repetitive movements at the junction of the clavicle and first rib as well as the thorax and upper arm. This often precludes placement of a balloon-expanding stent at the thoracic outlet, distal subclavian or axillary arteries, as repeated movements increase their risk of stent fracture and thrombosis. For a proximal subclavian injury, on the other hand, balloon-expanding stents allow more deployment precision if landing close to other key vessels such as the vertebral artery ostium. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the use of both a Viabahn self-expanding covered stent and an Epic self-expanding bare metal stent. To date, no study has compared the patency of ASI stents by types or locations. Stent selection currently appears to be based on provider preference and appraisal of these key anatomic considerations.

Post-operative surveillance is generally accompanied by imaging of the entire axillosubclavian segment and its adjacent inflow and outflow arteries at regular intervals, initially at 1 month, 6 months, and then annually. This is typically accomplished by Duplex ultrasonography of the entire axillosubclavian segment. Patients receive varied durations of antiplatelet therapy thereafter, ranging from 1 month to lifelong [6,17,39]. Follow up is limited in most cases with a wide range, from none post-discharge to 6 years [35,39].

OUTCOMES

Contemporary studies of the outcomes of OSR versus EVR of ASI suggest significantly lower in-hospital mortality in general. A head-to-head comparison across two high-volume American trauma centers of EVR and OSR that propensity-matched patients also showed that EVR reduced in-hospital mortality and rates of surgical site infections [12]. EVR causes less disruption of adjacent tissues, and reduces operative time and need for blood products [15,40,41]. Patients have lower rates of postoperative complications such as pneumonia, fewer ICU admissions, and shorter hospital length of stay, and overall EVR has been independently associated with improved survival [3]. Multiple series comparing the outcomes of EVR versus OSR for ASI have concluded that EVR involves reduced operative times and blood loss [10,15] as well as lower rates of brachial plexus injury [42]. Table 1 summarizes these key results. One series of 27 ASIs demonstrated a 95% success rate with EVR, with the few failed attempts being due to stent deployment failure or inability to fully cover the lesion [10]. Therein, the 12 “endofeasible” lesions that successfully underwent EVR had similar 1-year arterial patency as OSR.
An early retrospective review of 46 ASIs found only 21 that acutely received preoperative diagnostic arteriography, and among those only 3 had endovascular intervention. Two had EVR to treat injured first order subclavian artery branches, and one had an axillary artery transection for which proximal control was obtained with a 5-mm balloon in the distal subclavian artery prior to OSR [11]. Of note, 6 patients with subclavian vascular injury underwent emergency department thoracotomy and none of them survived. A more recent retrospective review of EVR versus OSR outcomes for civilian arterial traumatic injuries from 2002 to 2014 showed the rate of EVR increasing from 3.1% to 8.9%, which is a clear upward trajectory [3]. However, the same study still noted continued cautious selection because EVR patients were older, with higher systolic BP and lower heart rate on admission, and their time to repair was faster, all reflective of lower injury severity scores (ISS) [3]. Despite propensity score matching, confounders in patient selection of EVR over OSR inevitably make EVR outcomes appear more favorable as patients selected for EVR tend to have lower ISS and those who have OSR tend to start with more extensive traumatic injuries.

Primary patency of covered stents has been called the Achilles’ heel of EVR [17], and the outcome data does remain limited to case reports and case series or retrospective reviews. These are rare injuries, and the population they occur in is especially challenging to follow up, leaving long-term outcomes after EVR a matter of ongoing concern. Primary patency of covered stents for ASI ranges from 69% to 88% [28,43]. A large retrospective review on EVR of ASI found 84.4% stent patency for the duration of patient follow-up [39]. However, stent-related complications have been noted. In one retrospective study the rate was 2/15 for a type 1A endoleak and a stent thrombosis [12], which has also been reported in multiple large retrospective reviews [6,17]. Another small series of six ASIs resulted in 2/6 patients with persistent endoleaks requiring balloon angioplasty to improve stent apposition [34]. Although stent thrombosis is encountered at times, it does not always necessitate reintervention if asymptomatic [6]. Close follow-up, which may prevent this, has proven difficult to achieve in this patient population. Moreover, the burden of intensive long-term post-operative surveillance is not insignificant [32] and can be hard to maintain, particularly in younger patients. While it is too early for truly long-term outcomes of stent-grafting for ASI to be established, its utility even as a temporizing measure or bridge to later definitive repair [6,17] is still important and may improve the outcomes of OSR done later in a non-emergent manner.

CONCLUSION

In patients with ASI, a junctional traumatic vascular injury in which OSR is highly morbid, EVR can be a safer alternative that achieves similar immediate results. With continually better tools and a paradigm shift towards more extensive endovascular training and hybrid operating suites, EVR is likely to grow with more well-trained practitioners comfortable with EVR of traumatic vascular injuries. As we enter an era of EVTM, vascular surgeons and interventional radiologists in many systems are increasingly likely to work collaboratively with trauma teams. The resulting paradigm shift towards EVR may notably improve morbidity and mortality for the young patients that suffer from these injuries even in extremis. Trauma registries may be an important alternative to randomized control trials for future research.
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